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HOLOMORPHIC GEODESIC TRANSFORMATIONS

EDUARDO GARCIA-RIO1 AND LIEVEN VANHECKE

Abstract

We treat holomorphic geodesic transformations with respect to points and
(holomorphic) submanifolds in an almost Hermitian manifold. We derive necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence and study how it influences the geometry of
the submanifold. Furthermore, we use these transformations to characterize locally
Hermitian symmetric spaces and complex space forms. Also, we determine all
holomorphic geodesic transformations in such space forms.

1. Introduction

Roughly speaking, geodesic transformations with respect to points or sub-
manifolds P in a Riemannian manifold M are local diffeomorphisms which
transform a tubular hypersurface about P into another tubular hypersurface by
moving points along normal geodesies of P and leaving the points of P
fixed. These transformations are extensions of geodesic symmetries and local
reflections with respect to submanifolds. They have been introduced in [5],
[13] (see also [3]). In [5]-[8], we studied conformal and divergence-preserving
geodesic transformations and used them to characterize real, complex and
quaternionic space forms and harmonic spaces as well as special classes of
submanifolds. Isoparametric hypersurfaces in real space forms or Hopf hy-
persurfaces with constant principal curvatures in complex space forms are typical
examples.

For an almost Hermitian manifold M, isometric, symplectic and holomorphic
geodesic symmetries and reflections with respect to submanifolds have been
treated in [2], [12] (see also [14]). As has been shown in [5], [7], an isometric
or symplectic geodesic transformation reduces automatically to the identity map
or a local reflection. For that reason, we focus here on the study of holomorphic
geodesic transformations. In Section 2, we begin by collecting some useful
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material about the geometry of tubular neighborhoods of a submanifold and
derive the first results. More precisely, we prove that the submanifold P is
necessarily holomorphic. Furthermore, we study the initial conditions in order
to be able to detect the identity map and a local reflection. In Section 3, we
derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for holomorphicity and focus on
necessary conditions for the extrinsic geometry of P, in particular when the
ambient space is a Kahler manifold. Furthermore, in Section 4, we determine a
characterization of manifolds which are locally isometric to a Hermitian sym-
metric space and of complex space forms by using holomorphic geodesic trans-
formations with respect to points. Moreover, and when the ambient space M is
such a space form, we determine all the holomorphic geodesic transformations
with respect to points and submanifolds.

2. Holomorphic geodesic transformations. Preliminaries and first results

Let (M,g) be a connected Riemannian manifold and V its Levi Civita
connection. R denotes its Riemann curvature tensor taken with the sign con-
vention RXY = V[χj] - [Vx, Vy] for all smooth vector fields X, Y. Furthermore,
we put RXYZW = R(X, Y,Z, W) = g(R(X, Y)Z, W). Next, let P be a topolog-
ically embedded submanifold. In what follows (M,g,J) denotes an almost
Hermitian manifold. For simplicity, we assume that all the considered data are
analytic although at some places smoothness is sufficient to obtain the required
result. It will be clear from the proofs where this weaker condition can be used.

Let expv denote the exponential map of the normal bundle v of P. A
geodesic transformation φP with respect to P is a map defined by

(2.1) φP : p = expv(πι) ι-» φP(p) = expv(s(r)u)

which leaves P invariant (that is, s(0) = 0). Here, u is an arbitrary unit normal
vector of P. Moreover, r and s are supposed to be sufficiently small such that
φP is a local diffeomorphism. In the rest of the paper we shall assume that s is
analytic in a neighborhood of r = 0.

The geodesic transformation φP on (M,g,J) is said to be holomorphic if

(2.2) 9P.°J = J°9P.

To describe analytically the map φP defined in (2.1) and the condition (2.2)
we use Fermi coordinates. We briefly recall the definition and refer to [9], [10]
for more details and further references. For a point m of P, let {E\,.. .,En},
n = dim M, be a local orthonormal frame field of (M, g) defined along P in a
neighborhood of m. We specialize this field such that E\,... ,Eq,q = dimP,
are tangent to P. For a system of coordinates (yι,... ,yq) of P in a neighbor-
hood of m such that (d/d/)(m) = Ei(m), / = ! , . . . , # , the Fermi coordinates
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(x 1 , . . . ,x") with respect to m, (yx,...,yq) and {Eq+\,... ,En} are defined by

in a neighborhood of the zero section of P in v, taken sufficiently small to have
a diffeomorphic expv on that neighborhood. For a point P, these Fermi co-
ordinates are the usual normal coordinates.

Now, put s{r) = p(r)r where r denotes the normal distance function to
P. We have r2 = Σl=q+1(xa)2 • Then φP is described as follows:

φP:(x\...,x«,x<'+ι,...,xn)^(x\...,x«,p(r)x<>+1,...,p(r)xn).

Clearly, we have

ί d δ

δ δ , δr δ

Next, we specialize the frame field {2?i,...,l?Λ} such that En(m) = u for
p = expv(r«). The following proposition is an immediate consequence of (2.3)
and (2.2).

PROPOSITION 2.1. The geodesic transformation φP in (M,g,J) is holomorphic
if and only if with J{d/d^) = jP(d/dχP), oc,β = 1,..., n, we have

(2.4a) JJΛp)=JJΛφp{p)), (2.4b) Jb

a(p)=Jb

a(φP(p)),

(2.5a) p(r)J>(p)=J>(φP{p)), (2.5b) JJ(p) = p(r)J£(φP(p)),

(2.6a) s'(r)J?(p)=J?(<pP(p)), (2.6b) s\r)Γa{p)= p{r)Γa{φP{P)),

(2.7a) Ji{p)=J(r)Ji{φP(p)), (2.7b) p(r)Jb

n(p) = s'{r)Jb

n{φP{p))

for ije{\,...,q} and a,b e {q+l,.. .,n- 1}.

To prove some of our results, we will need power series expansions for the
components /f along a normal geodesic γ: rh->expv(rw). We now recall a
method to obtain these expansions. (See [9], [10], [14] for more details.) We
start from the frame field {E\,... ,En} chosen above and consider the frame field
{Fi,...,Fw} obtained from {Eι(m),...,En(m)} by parallel translation along the
geodesic γ through m = γ(0). Furthermore, let Yai α = 1,...,« — 1 denote the
Jacobi vector fields along γ satisfying the initial conditions
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ί Y,(0) = E,(m), r,(0) =
l r β ( 0 ) = 0, ra(0) = Ea(m), a = q+l,...,n-l

where the prime denotes covariant differentiation along y. Then we have

Next, put

Y«{r)=Du(r)Fa{y(r)), α = l , . . . , n - 1 .

Then the Jacobi equation yields

(2.9) D? + RoDu = 0

where R(r)X = Ryι^χy'(f). To obtain the initial conditions for the endo-
morphism field Du, we use the following Gauss and Weingarten equations for P:

where X, Y are tangent to P and where ζ is a (local) normal vector field of P. V
denotes the Levi Civita connection of the induced metric on P, T is the second
fundamental form, T(ξ) the shape operator with respect to ζ and Vx the normal
connection. T and T(ξ) are related by g(T{ζ)X, Y) = -g(TxY,ξ) for all X, Y
tangent to P. Using the initial conditions (2.8), we then obtain

(,,o, ^ - t f I). ^ - ( J
where

T{u)v = g{T(u)E»Ej)(m),

±{u)ia = g(±ElEa,En)(m)

and where ± is an operator defined in [10] which satisfies (±χ(N))(m) =
(V^iV)(m).

Now, using the generalized Gauss lemma (see [9], [10]), we obtain

(2.11) gm(p) = 1, gm(j>) = 0 , α = 1,... ,n - 1,

and moreover, from the formulas given above, we get

(2.12)
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for ij = 1,..., q; a, b = q + 1,..., n - 1. Note that we often identify the spaces
{y\r)γ along γ by means of the parallel basis {Fu... ,Fn}. Using (2.9)-(2.12)
one may obtain power series expansions for the components g^ of the metric
tensor and hence also for the components g^ of the inverse g~ι of g. More
precisely, we have [4], [14]

= g{EhEj){m) + 2rg(T(u)EhEj){m)

^ E ^ E j ) + g{T{u)Eu T(u)Ej)

gΛ{p) = g(Ea,Eb)(m) - ^r2g(R(u)Ea,Eb)(m) + O(r3)

where p = expv(rw).
For an almost Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) we denote by Ω its Kahler form

defined by Ω(Z, Y) = g(X,JY) for tangent vector fields JST, F. Then we have

4 = "
and the desired power series expansions for J& can be determined from the ones
for gγP and Ωαy. The expansions for Ωαy may be obtained in a similar way as
those of gaβ. Note that an alternative method is given in [10]. We shall write
down the needed expansions at the places where we use them explicitly.

We end this section with three results. First, we derive an important con-
sequence of the existence of a holomorphic geodesic transformation φP on the
geometry of the submanifold P. It extends a result of [2] where it is proved that
if a local reflection with respect to P (that is, s(r) = -r) is holomorphic, then P
must be holomorphic.

THEOREM 2.1. Let φP be a non-trivial holomorphic geodesic transformation
with respect to P. Then P is a holomorphic submanifold.

Proof With the notations as above we consider the unit speed geodesic
γ : r ι-> expv(π/) and adapt the frame field {E\,... ,En} such that

(2.13)

Using this and (2.3) at m = γ(0), we get at once

s'(0)(dEq + cEq+ι)(m) = dEq(m) + p(0)cEq+ι(m).

This holds if and only if d(sf(0) — 1) = 0. In the next lemma, we shall show
that ^'(0) = 1 implies that φP is the identity map. Hence, the hypothesis of
non-triviality implies d = 0 and this proves that P is a holomorphic
submanifold. •
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LEMMA 2.1. The identity map is the only holomorphic geodesic transformation
which satisfies the initial condition s'{0) = 1.

Proof We consider the same notations as in Theorem 2.1. Furthermore,
we put

(2.14)

First, we consider the case c φ 0. Since s'(0) = 1, from (2.6b) and (2.14) we
get

j i } + O(r2)

and hence, we have $"(O)αo(0 + l,w) = 0. Furthermore, αo(# + l,w) = J%+ι(m) =
-g(Eq+\,JEn)(m) = -c Φ 0 and hence, j"(0) = 0. Next, put

where βk+χ,k>2, is the second non-zero coefficient in the expansion of s(r).

Using this in (2.6b), we obtain

(xt(q+ l,n)r + {PA:+iαo(^+ l?w) + &*(#+ l ? w ) / r + O(r "*" )

t=o

k-l

= Y^ &t(q+ 1,Λ)^ H- { ( ^ + l)^A:+lαθ(^+ 1>W) + αA:(^+ 1JΛ)}ΓΛ

+ 0{rk+ι).

Considering the coefficients of rk in both members, we get

and so, βk+x = 0. The result s(r) = r now follows by induction.
Secondly, put c = 0. Then, by a similar procedure using (2.6a) for /£, we

obtain the same conclusion. •

The above lemma shows that we can detect the identity map in the class
of holomorphic geodesic transformations by means of the initial condition
^(0) = 1. Now, we show that we can also detect the reflection s(r) = - r by
means of the condition s'(0) = — 1.

LEMMA 2.2. The holomorphic geodesic transformation φP is a local reflection
if and only if s'(0) = -l.
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Proof. We only have to prove the "if" part. We proceed as in the proof
of Lemma 2.1 taking into account that P is a holomorphic submanifold. So, we
put Eq+ι(m) =Ju = / / ( 0 ) . Then (2.6b) yields

\ r2) = 1 - {ax(q + 1,Λ) +f(0)}r+ O(r2)

from which we get

(2.15) *"(0) = - 4

Now, we replace w by wcos# + ./iwsin0. Then we get from (2.15) by taking the
limit for θ —> π:

(2.16) ,Ϊ"(0) = -4αi(-/fi, -u).

The formula for the power series expansion for J?+ι yields that

(2.17) αi(-Λ,-iO = -αi(Λ,n)

and hence, from (2.16)-(2.17) we obtain that /'(0) = 0. Next, put

where βk+{ is the second non-zero coefficient, k > 2. Then, considering again
(2.6b), we get

k-\

ί=0

Since αo(tf + 1,Λ) = - 1 , this yields

So, for an even k, we get /?£+1 = 0. When k is odd, we proceed as above and
replace u by ucosθ + Juάnθ. This gives

= -2<xk(-Ju, -u)

and since α^(—/w, — u) = — αjt(/w, w) = — α^(^+ l,/ι), we obtain /?£+1 = 0. Then
s(r) = —r follows by an induction procedure. •

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions. Extrinsic geometry and the
Kahler case

We begin this section by determining the necessary and sufficient conditions
for a geodesic transformation to be holomorphic and firstly consider the case of a
reflection, that is, s(r) = —r. From Proposition 2.1 we get at once
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THEOREM 3.1. A local reflection φP with respect to a (holomorphic) sub-
manifold P is holomorphic if and only if

(3.1a) //(expv(rt/)) = //(expv(-rW)),

(3.1b) Jj(exp,(πι)) = J*(exp,(-ni)),

(3.2a) J?(expv(πι)) = -J\ (expv(-rw)),

(3.2b) /i(expv(π/)) = -/α;(eχP v(-π,))

for ije{\,...,q) and a,b e {q + 1,...,«}.

Secondly, we consider the case of a geodesic transformation which is not a
geodesic reflection. It will turn out that in this case the conditions are more
restrictive. We use the conventions made at the end of Section 2, that is, we
take a frame field {E\,..., En} such that En{m) = u, Eq+\ (m) = Ju. Then we have

THEOREM 3.2. Let φP be a non-trivial geodesic transformation, different from
a local reflection, with respect to a holomorphic submanifold P. Then φP is
holomorphic if and only if the components /J(expv(rw)) are radial functions which
are independent of me P and moreover,

(a) the components /J(expv(rw)) are constant functions along normal geodesies
except possibly /^(exp^rw)) and /|+1(expv(rw));

M = -1.

Proof First, suppose that these conditions hold. Then the conditions
(2.4)-(2.7) in Proposition 2.1 reduce to (2.6b) and (2.7b) and because of the
hypothesis (b) we are left with one single differential equation. This proves the
sufficiency.

Next, we prove the necessity by taking into account that ^'(O)2 # 1 . We
rewrite the conditions given in Proposition 2.1 by means of power series ex-
pansions and take in all the cases ij e {1,..., q} and α, b e {q + 1,..., n — 1}.
Then (2.4a)-(2.7b) yield, respectively:

(3.3) (1 - s'(0)k)xk(iJ) =

(3.4) (l
/=0

(3.5)
t+l=k+l

W Σ
/=0 \p\+-+pι=k
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A:-l / >

(3.6) (1 - s'(O)k+ι)ock(a,j) = β\ J^α/fay) ( Σ &P\ ' "&PI
/=0 \P\+ +Pι=k >

(3.7)

\/>0 pι+ -+pι=v
t>\

+Σ«'(''«)( ΣΣ ( Σ ^.
/=0 \pι+-+pι=k f

(3.8) y(0)(l-y(0)*)o*(β j Λ)=-
ί+/=/:+l

ί>l

/=0

βPί-βp

+ Σ A(Σ«(«•») Σ ^Γ

/=0
(3.9) (l-A0)M)«k{n,j)=β1Σ*ι(«,J)( Σ ^ " Λ

=0 \pi+ -hp/=A:

Σ Ά(Σ«'( | I'Λ Σ
+ \/>0

t>\

t+l=k+\
t>\

/=0
*)f Σ /'Λ

Σ tβ<(Έ«>(»>b) Σ
— I - - — f — ^ — S U M •»• Λ * * " * * ^

ί>l

where //(expv(r«)) = E^^o *k{δ,γ)rk and j(r) = E/>i A r /

Now, using (3.3)—(3.10), an induction procedure yields that the αjt(5,y) are
independent of m and «. Moreover, the same formulas show that each co-
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efficient α& is completely determined by the coefficients α/ for / < k and by the
coefficients βt. Hence, if αo vanishes, then J$(expv(rύ)) = 0. Moreover, for
δ,ye{l,...,q] or {q + 1,..., n - 1}, (3.3) and (3.4) yield αi = 0 and then, using
again an induction procedure, we obtain α, = 0 for all t > 1. This shows that
Jq+ι(Qxpv(ru)) and /£+1(expv(π/)) are constant along normal geodesies. This
proves statement (a).

Finally, φP must satisfy (2.6b) and (2.7b). From this, we get

F(r)=F(s)

for F(r) = (J%+ιJ%+ι)(cxpv(ru)). Since F(0) = - 1 and proceeding as before,
we get F(r) = - 1 . This proves statement (b). •

Next, we focus on some consequences concerning the extrinsic geometry of
the holomorphic submanifold P. In what follows we only consider non-trivial
geodesic transformations without mentioning it explicitly.

THEOREM 3.3. Let φP be a holomorphic geodesic transformation with respect
to P. Then we have

(3.11) T(JX,JY) - T(X, Y) = 0

for X,Y eTP and moreover, (%J)X is normal and (VM/) V tangent to P for all w,
V e TLP and X e TP.

Proof Using the method described in Section 2, we get

-//(expv(π<)) = g{EuJEj)(m) + r{g(Et, (VuJ)Ej) + g{T{u)EuJEj)

MEj) + 2g(T(u)JEhEj)}(m) + O(r2).

Proceeding as in [2, Theorem 10], we get (3.11).
Moreover, since g(Et, (VuJ)Ej) must vanish for all ij e { 1 , . . . , q}, we get that

(VUJ)X must be normal to P for all X e TP. Finally, since

- 4 ( e x p v M ) = g{Ea,JEb){m) + rg(Ea, (VuJ)Eb)(m) + O(r2),

we have g(Ea,(VuJ)Eb) = 0 which shows that {\J)V is tangent to P for all
V e TLP. •

Furthermore, concerning the normal component of (VUJ)X, X e TP, we have

THEOREM 3.4. Let φP be a holomorphic geodesic transformation which is not
a local reflection. Then we have

(3.12) (VUJ)X = (Jt±(u) - ' ±(u)J)X

for all XeTP and ue TLP.
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Proof. Using again the method described in Section 2, we get

Ω*(expv(n/)) = g(Et,JEk)(m) + r{g{{VuJ)Ek, Et) + g{T{ύ)Eh JEk)

ΩίC(expv(m)) = φ ( ( V t t / ) ^ , ^ ) - g('±(u)EhJEe)}(m) + O(r2)

for ij e {1,..., q} and c e {q 4- 1,...,«}. Hence, we obtain

-/f (expv(π/)) = r{g{Eh,J
tl.{u)Eι) - g(Eb,

f ±(u)JEi)

So, this and Theorem 3.2 yield the required formula (3.12) since (WuJ)Et is
normal to P (Theorem 3.3). •

Now, we restrict to Kahler geometry and derive some consequences from the
above results.

THEOREM 3.5. Let (M,g,J) be a Kahler manifold and P a holomorphic
submanifold such that φP is a non-isometric holomorphic geodesic transforma-
tion. Then P is totally geodesic and the normal connection satisfies ^
V^y = 0 for all XeTP and Ye TLP.

Proof For a Kahler manifold we have, since P is holomorphic,

and hence, from this and (3.11), we obtain T = 0, that is, P is totally geodesic.
Moreover, since φP is non-isometric, it is neither the identity map nor a local
reflection (see Remark 4.1). Hence, from (3.12) we get

Using the definition of _L, this implies

for all X eTP and Y e TLP. From this the result follows at once. •

THEOREM 3.6. Let (M,g,J) be a Kahler manifold and φP a holomorphic
geodesic transformation with respect to P. Then R(u, Jύ)u is normal to P for all
u e TLP. Moreover, if φP is not a local reflection, then R(u, Ju)u is proportional
to Ju.

Proof. Since (M, g, J) is Kahlerian, it follows from the proof of Theorem
3.5 that P is totally geodesic. Then we get
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Now, it follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 that R(u,Ju,u,Et) must
vanish and hence R{u,Ju)u is normal to P. Furthermore, we have

-/»(expv(rM)) = g(EaJEn)(m) -l-r2R{u,Ju,u,Ea){m) + O(r3).

Now, if φP is not a local reflection, then Theorem 3.2 yields that J" is constant
along a normal geodesic for ae {q + 2,...,n— 1} where Eq+\(m) = Ju. So,
JR(w, Ju, w, Ea) = 0 and this implies the result. 0

4. Holomorphic geodesic transformations and complex space forms

We begin with a characterization of manifolds which are locally isometric to
a Hermitian symmetric space and of complex space forms.

THEOREM 4.1. Let (M,g,J) be an almost Hermitian manifold. Then it is
locally isometric to a Hermitian symmetric space if and only if there exists a
holomorphic geodesic transformation φm with respect to each point m of M.
Furthermore, it is a complex space form if there also exists a holomorphic geodesic
transformation, which is not a local reflection, for some point me M.

Proof When P reduces to a point m of M, the Fermi coordinates are the
usual normal coordinates and then we have

-Jb

a(expm(ru)) = (gcbΩac)(m) + r{gcb\aac)(m)

~ RucuJa) + \

ut\Ωtc + RutucXΩat)

~Tj9C (\RuauJc — \RucuJa) + 7 / ., ^u^ucub^ac

O(r4).

Now, we use Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. It follows that the coefficient
of r must vanish and hence V/ = 0. So, (M, g, J) is a Kahler manifold.
Furthermore, the vanishing of the coefficient of r 3 then yields

^uRuauJb ~~ ̂ uRubuJa "I" ̂ uRuJaub = 0.

By substituting Ea(m) by u and Eb(m) by Ju in this relation, we get VuRuJuuJu = 0
and this implies that (M, g, J) is locally isometric to a Hermitian symmetric space
(see, for example, [12]).

The converse is well-known.
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Finally, suppose now that for some point me M, φm is not a local re-
flection. Then it follows from Theorem 3.6 and [11] that (M,g,J) is a complex
space form. •

The characterization of complex space forms follows from this theorem and
the following classification theorem.

THEOREM 4.2. Let M(c) be a complex space form of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature c. Then we have the following holomorphic geodesic trans-
formations:

(1) φm is a local reflection [or equivalently, φm is an isometry);
(2) φm is given by s{r) = Cr,CeR and C2 Φ 0,1, if c = 0;
(3) <pm is determined by

^γ, CeR, C2#0,l,

ifoO;
(4) φm is determined by

tanhs ^ = Ctanhr - ^ , CeR, Cz Φ 0,1,

if c<0.

Proof First, for a complex space form, every local reflection with respect to
a point is isometric and holomorphic.

Next, we determine the non-isometric φm for an M{c). We consider the
case where c is positive. The two other cases are similar. Using the technique
given in Section 2, a straightforward computation yields

dxa \ry/

for F\ = JFn and a e {2,..., n — 1}. From this we get

-1 .

/ 1 V 1

J (y(r)) = I —y= sinr\/c ) ,
\ryc J

Jba(y(r)) = g(JFa,Fb){γ{r)) = g(JEa,Eb).

Hence, the conditions given in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Moreover, the defining
differential equation (2.6b) (or equivalently, (2.7b))
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rs>(r)Jΐ(y{r))=s(r)Jζ(y(s))
IS

dr ds

sin Yyfc sin s^/c'
Hence, we have

^ = Ctanr^y y •

Remark 4.1. A.- It has been proved in [4] that a local reflection is harmonic
if and only if it is an isometry. Furthermore, as is well-known, any holomorphic
map in a Kahler manifold is harmonic (see [4] for references). Hence, it follows
that the transformations given in (2), (3) and (4) of Theorem 4.2 are non-isometric
harmonic maps.

B.- Note that the defining relations in (2), (3) and (4) also define conformal
geodesic transformations in real space forms [5].

We finish this section with the consideration of holomorphic geodesic
transformations with respect to submanifolds P of dimension >1 in complex
space forms. Then the situation is quite different. We have

THEOREM 4.3. Let M(c) be a complex space form and φP a non-trivial
holomorphic geodesic transformation with respect to a holomorphic submanifold
P. Then we have

(i) φP is isometric and hence a local reflection with respect to a totally
geodesic P, or

(ii) M(c) is locally flat, P totally geodesic and φP is determined by s(r) — Cr,
C2 Φ 0, 1
and conversely.

Proof If φP is an isometry, then P is totally geodesic and moreover, φP is
a local reflection [8]. Conversely, if φP is a local reflection with respect to a
holomorphic totally geodesic P, then φP is an isometry [2, Corollary 4] and it is
also holomorphic [2, Corollary 20].

Next, let φP be non-isometric. Then Theorem 3.5 implies that P is totally
geodesic. Using the Ricci equation (see [1]) and the condition for the normal
connection given in Theorem 3.5, it then follows that RL(X,JX, Y,JY) —
(c/2)g(X,X)g(Y, Y) = 0 for X e TP, Y e TLP and hence, c = 0.

Conversely, if (M, g) is locally flat, we get with the usual choice of Fermi
coordinates as before:

^ί (rW) = ̂ l(yW), aέτ(yW) = ̂ (KΌ), ^ ( M ) = Uvlr))
where / e { 1 , . . . , q} and α e { # + l , . . . , w - l } . Then the result follows from
Theorem 3.2 by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. •

Remark 4.2. For Kahler manifolds which are not complex space forms, the
situation is different. For example, an explicit calculation as in Theorem 4.2 or
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Theorem 4.3 shows that the relations given in Theorem 4.2 (2), (3), (4) determine
holomorphic geodesic transformations with respect to an almost Hermitian
manifold P where P is considered as a totally geodesic holomorphic submanifold
in the product P x M(c).
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